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Next on Ocean Encounters: “Sailing for Science”
Join ship captains and marine technicians as we discuss careers that empower science at sea. Wednesday, Dec. 7 at 7:30 p.m. ET

Indigenous perspectives on the climate crisis
Wampanoag tribal member Leslie Jonas talks WHOI, Native rights, and a timely partnership

Event: Indigenous science in the era of climate change
Join author Jessica Hernandez in-person or via Zoom Wed. Dec. 7 at 11 a.m. ET for a live discussion

Watch: Amazing ocean footage you can vibe to
Slow down with stunning scenes of life from the ocean’s surface all the way down to the deep sea

Image of the week: An elegantly glowing squid
The adult sharpener enope squid can use bioluminescence to blend in or light the way

WHOI IN THE NEWS

Wired Magazine
The Marine Lab in the Path of Climate Change’s Fury

News at Northeastern
Shipworms can chew through a boat. Northeastern researchers explain their digestive process

KUOW
Invasive crab population keeps booming in Washington

The Conversation
We’re decoding ancient hurricanes’ traces on the seafloor—and evidence from millennia of Atlantic storms is not good news for the coast

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

Follow us #WHOI